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Module Objectives

By the end of this module you will:

• have an overview of British tennis as a business
• understand the key areas of a successful business
• be able to run through the four Ps in more detail
• be able to review your own venue
• know how to carry out a SWOT analysis
• be able to suggest some recommendations

Throughout this module you will gain a better understanding of tennis as a business, including the key 
areas that drive a good business. You will be using this knowledge to review your own venue and look to 
make some considered recommendations on improving some of these key areas.

Challenge your assumptions – fact finding

During the module presentation, you answered several questions about your venue based on your 
assumptions, so now it’s time to go and find out if you have all the information/facts. It is common for the 
venue to not know what the coach is doing and vice versa, which tends to lead to all sorts of issues:

• breakdown in communication
• different vision and therefore, different aims and objectives
• unnecessarily strained relationship
• potential contractual issues

If a venue is to maximise the utilisation of its facilities then the committee, the coaches and any other 
staff must work together towards shared goals that benefit everyone. This should ensure that the 
members/customers’ needs are at the forefront of the plan as ultimately their money supports the long 
term sustainability of the facility and the people who work there. Their experience also contributes 
towards the reputation of the facility through word of mouth and recommendation – this sort of positive 
promotion can be invaluable.

Time to check and challenge the assumptions you have made by finding out about the four Ps in more 
detail. Work through this resource and start to paint a picture of your venue based on the facts, which will 
involve tapping into other sources of information:

• the committee or venue management team
• the Head Coach
• your local Tennis Development Manager 
• some of the members/users of your facility
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British Tennis Business

The business of sport is no different to any other large industry. As an NGB the LTA need to ensure they 
operate a robust business. Investment in grass roots tennis can only occur if the LTA secure long term 
investment. The governing body secure around £70 million each year, which is then spent on a few key 
areas that support the business cycle.

The business cycle captures the bigger picture and the role of all those who play a part. In order to join 
up the business cycle, the organisation needs to have a clear vision or mission. Every colleague and every 
activity needs to contribute towards the bigger picture – the LTA vision is this: 
‘Our goal as the national governing body of British Tennis is to grow and sustain the sport’.

Does your venue have a vision or mission?
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What makes a successful business?

Aside from having a clear vision and mission, a venue has a number of key factors which help to make 
that vision happen. These factors determine ‘why’ a place is successful and usually fall into the following 
categories: place, people, programme and promotion.

Score your own venue – give a mark out of 10 for each of the key factors:

place

people

programme

promotion

overall score

TASK How do these four elements relate to a tennis place to play?

People
Motivated workforce 
Satisfied members 
Committed coaches 
Valued volunteers
Team approach/ 
shared goals

Promotion
Clear vision 
Agreed purpose
Input from committee 
and members
Clear management system 
Reviewed often

Programme
Available for everyone
Meets needs of all users
Evaluated and evolving
Financially able to last

A Successful 
tennis venue

Place
Financial independence
Progressive action plan 
Facilities sinking fund
Long term plans 
Proactive, not reactive
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What makes a successful business?

TASK: Now consider the score and elaborate on what is good 
and what could be improved:

Place – well maintained facilities?

What is good?

What could be improved?

People – motivated workforce?

What is good?

What could be improved?

Programme – quality offer?

What is good?

What could be improved?

Promotion – clear purpose?

What is good?

What could be improved?
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Place Corporate structure of a venue

Before you consider coaching at an existing venue or setting up a new coaching business you should 
think about the corporate structure and overall vision of that venue, as these are key factors which will 
steer the way a business is set up. Ask questions such as:

• what is the venue’s corporate structure?
• how is the existing coach’s business structured; sole trader, self-employed?
• does the venue already have a payroll system in place?
• are you planning to be employed or contract your services out?
• who will be planning, promoting and administering the programme?

Traditional Members’ Club

Over half of all tennis venues within the UK are member based clubs and centres. Whilst the LTA are 
trying to grow participation by expanding onto park sites and local authority facilities, we are still keen to 
support club development and ensure long term sustainability.

Within traditional members’ clubs, the management committee is usually made up of a pool of volunteer 
members who are elected at an Annual General Meeting (AGM) in line with the venue’s constitution. The 
committee have a number of standard roles including chairperson, treasurer and secretary, as well as less 
formal roles which cover things like maintenance, marketing and social activity. A good committee will 
be representative of the whole membership and have a mix of skills and expertise relevant to the roles 
required.

The Head Coach is normally appointed by the committee and some sort of services contract is put 
in place to protect the club and the coach. There are several types of contract – link to website for 
details. Smaller venues may not have an official contract, but will still have a charter which outlines the 
responsibilities of each party to ensure expectations are managed.

As a Head Coach is it crucial to develop a good working relationship with your committee, as they can 
support you with achieving your goals as well as offer feedback from their own experience as a member 
accessing your tennis programme. From the committee’s perspective, a Head Coach is an asset to the 
club as you provide a service which attracts and retains members.

Whilst they are there to support you, it is worth considering that the main purpose of the committee 
is to ensure the smooth running of the club, so they will often push back on issues around court fees, 
court usage and anything that has the potential to upset the membership. This may at times cause 
frustration, especially when you are trying to grow your business and expand your offer, but as long as 
you communicate regularly, provide some rationale with any new proposal and consider the impact on 
the status quo, you should be able to get them onside and benefit from their ongoing support.

Community Facilities and School Sites

There are several thousand public tennis courts across the UK, many of which are underutilised outside 
of peak tennis times (the Wimbledon Fortnight!). Several coaches that run already successful club 
programmes have started to expand their programme offer by utilising park sites, local authority 
facilities and school sites.

A number of coaches use the additional court time to run a ‘pay and play’ programme for the local 
community, which includes a scaled down version of the existing club programme, as well as school 
breakfast, lunchtime and after school clubs. These extra facilities are also useful for additional 
competitions and kids’ camps during the holiday periods.
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Place Corporate Structure of a Venue

From a coach’s perspective, there are several things to consider before getting started:

• What facilities are available in my area?
• Who actually owns/manages these courts?
• What sort of activity is already in place?
• Who is the main point of contact?
• Will I require a lease agreement?
• What would the club think of this expansion?

However, once you have built a business case for the expansion and researched your options, it is a 
fantastic way to grow your programme, engage with a new audience and raise awareness of your  
existing offer.

Commercial Centre

As a commercial outfit, their objective is to provide a service to meet their members’ needs in order to 
generate profit from successfully delivering these services and, in turn, retain and attract members. The 
programme offer is usually standardised for the different categories of membership; adults and juniors. 
A company branded product will be used to engage their junior members in tennis; a combination of 
coaching and competitions for all ages and standards of player. The adult programme normally consists 
of progressive coaching clinics, social and team competition sessions and other fitness related sessions 
such as cardio tennis. They will have spent a lot of time investigating what fundamental points make up 
a quality tennis programme as they know it is a key tool for member attraction and retention.

Commercial centres will either employ coaches or offer them a rental contract whereby the coach pays 
a fee for using the facilities to coach or needs to deliver a number of coaching sessions free of charge in 
return for utilising the courts at other times. As the adult and junior programme is seen as a ‘product’ to 
sell to their members, all marketing materials must be displayed appropriately and all sessions must fall 
in line with the advertised descriptions, so there is usually little scope for the coach to be creative with 
the offer and the price. The programme is not coach driven but driven by usage; plans should be written 
according to who is using the club and when. 

TASK: What type of venue do you work at?

TASK: How do you know?
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Places Relationship between coach and venue 

As a coach, it is important for both you and the tennis venue in which you work to establish whether you 
are employed or self-employed. This is essential for both legal and tax purposes. It determines whether 
the venue has to pay National Insurance in the case of an employee or whether you have to register as 
self-employed with HMRC and be responsible for paying tax and National Insurance yourself. Similar 
considerations need to be made for any coaches who work directly for you.

Benefits of being employed by the venue:
• guaranteed monthly wage
•  additional legal benefits and protections such as holiday, sick and redundancy pay and protection 

from unfair dismissal.

Benefits of being self-employed:
• flexibility of when and where you work
• some expenses can be deducted from your taxable pay
• profits generated by the programme are kept by you (after any tax is paid)

TASK: My current employment status is 

TASK: Complete the ESI online tool: 

www.hmrc.gov.uk/calcs/esi.htm

Once you have established the business relationship between the venue,the existing coach and potential 
new coaches, you then need to focus on the overall vision and purpose of the venue. This will help inform 
the level of coaching expertise/experience required, the specific skills and experience needed within your 
team (e.g, working with children, performance coach or coach experienced in developing school links) 
and whether the position will be full time, part time, employed, self-employed or voluntary.

What did the ESI tell you about your employment status?

TASK: Does the venue have a clear vision or mission statement?

TASK: If yes, what is it? If there isn’t one, what would you suggest?

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/calcs/esi.htm
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People Key roles and responsibilities

Every tennis venue has a management structure, some are volunteer led and others are paid 
management positions. Regardless of the format, there are normally key roles within any well managed 
venue, each of which has a clear set of responsibilities. Below are a few examples of key roles and 
associated responsibilities:

 
•	 well	informed	about	the	activities	of	the	tennis	venue,	along	with	financial	position

•	 able	to	keep	the	meeting	to	the	agenda	and	make	sure	that	all	issues	are	covered

•	 unbiased	and	impartial
Chairperson  
or Manager

Secretary

Treasurer

Communications
Co-ordinator

Welfare Officer

•	 is	the	first	point	of	contact	for	all	enquiries

•	 organises	and	attends	all	management	committee	meetings	

•	 ensures	that	all	delegated	tasks	are	actioned

•	 keeps	up	to	date	records	of	all	financial	transactions

•	 reports	regularly	to	the	management	committee	on	the	financial	status

•	 prepares	year-end	statements	of	accounts	to	be	presented	to	auditor

•	 raises	the	profile	of	the	tennis	venue	locally	(in	the	community)	and	in	the	county

•	 ensures	the	website	and	information	on	the	website	is	kept	up	to	date

•	 regularly	attends	and	has	a	good	understanding	of	all	aspects	of	the	programme	and	activities

•	 promotes	safety	and	well-being	of	all	tennis	people	at	risk

•	 the	main	point	of	contact	for	any	concerns	or	issues	that	arise

•	 	has	undertaken	relevant	LTA	training	and	understands	confidentiality	and	how	to	respond 
sensitively to children, young people and adults at risk
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TASK: Now list the main roles and responsibilities of the management 
committee at your own venue.

People Key roles and responsibilities
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People Key roles and responsibilities

Now you have a better understanding of the role of the management committee, how does the coaching 
team support them?

 

The management committee should work closely with the coach and coaching team when implementing 
a tennis programme; a good programme is always evolving and should be evaluated at the end of each 
term to ensure opportunities are maximised and members are happy with the service provided.

In addition, you have a ready-made workforce in terms of existing junior players and parents, so why not 
capitalise on their enthusiasm and provide some training? Not only will this educate the parents and help 
them to understand what you are doing each week with their children, but it will provide a few more pairs 
of hands when it comes to organising competitions, submitting results, running teams, scoring internal 
matchplays and spreading the word of new sessions and upcoming events through the parent network.

Younger players often drop out when they reach a certain age or level as they feel disengaged with 
the sport. Providing a new angle for them gives them responsibility and the opportunity to develop 
themselves as well as earn a few bucks over time!

The Tennis Leader Awards and Competition Organiser Course encourage young people to play an active 
role in their place to play or schools tennis programme. Children aged 14+ can attend local courses 
and benefit from practical experience. Tennis Leaders covers the basics of planning, organisation and 
communication through to media and communications. Throughout the course they are encouraged to 
become further involved in tennis as a volunteer, coach or official.

The Competition Organiser Course provides the basics of planning, organising and running low level, good 
quality competition. Both courses are an excellent way to retain junior members, as well as enhance the 
human resources available to assist the coach, junior co-ordinator and competitions co-ordinator.

Find out more about developing your team: 
http://www.lta.org.uk/Coaches-coaching-assistants/Recruitment-and-Development

Having supportive parents on your side and a home-grown workforce are both powerful tools; if the 
parents have ‘buy in’ and you are able to retain junior members through your in-house training 
programme, the committee will be much more supportive as they will be achieving their aims of providing 
a quality service to members and retaining a healthy membership.

•	 	sets	up	and	delivers	a	quality,	comprehensive	tennis	programme	that	caters	for	 
all ages and abilities

•	 works	with	the	committee	and	other	key	personnel	to	meet	shared	aims	and	goals
•	 has	excellent	communication	and	organisational	skills

Coach

TASK: What is my role/responsibility?

TASK: Do any volunteers help to run the tennis programme?

TASK: Do any Tennis Leaders or Level 1 and 2 coaches help to run the programme?

http://www.lta.org.uk/Coaches-coaching-assistants/Recruitment-and-Development/
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Programme What makes a good programme?

A comprehensive tennis programme is the core of any wel-run place to play as it ensures the 
membership is engaged in the game, regardless of their reasons for playing  (the key ones being; social, 
health, improvement and competition). It is an excellent way to retain members and attract new ones; 
feeling part of an active, lively programme ensures players come back for more.

A good programme is inclusive, provides pathways to develop regardless of age and ability and caters for 
the various categories of member/user. You should consider the needs of all individuals when planning 
your tennis programme and ensure that coaching sessions and competitions are planned with the needs 
of all individuals in mind.

To promote a national standard of quality delivery, a set of minimum programme guidelines have been 
produced. These are updated and revised regularly to ensure they are relevant and in line with current 
levels of activity. These guidelines act as the benchmark requirement for Clubmark accreditation.
Understanding what you deliver will help you to identify any gaps in your programme and plan for its 
successful expansion.

Check out the Clubmark programme guidelines for different sizes of venue and a link to this page: 
www.lta.org.uk/Coaches-coaching-assistants/Develop-Your-Programme

http://www.lta.org.uk/Coaches-coaching-assistants/Develop-Your-Programme/
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Programme My own programme costing

Now complete the costing tool for your own programme – what is the outcome?

www.lta.org.uk/Coaches-coaching-assistants/Costing-Your-Programme 
Click on the’programme costing tool icon’ in the top right hand corner to open the tool. 

TASK: Do you offer a comprehensive programme?

TASK: Does the programme generate a profit? If so, does it make a financial 
contribution to the venue?

TASK: Do you meet the Clubmark guidelines?

TASK: Have you identified any gaps?

TASK: Could you add elements to your programme that would attract new people?

TASK: How do you compare to the local competition?

http://www.lta.org.uk/Coaches-coaching-assistants/Costing-Your-Programme/
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Promotion Finding your venue

Which mediums do you use to promote yourself?

•	 LTA	find	a	coach

•	 LTA	find	a	place

•	 allplaytennis.com

•	 specific	venue/coaching	programme	website

TASK: Now do a ‘google’ search for ‘tennis’ in your area – what did you get?

TASK: What does your noticeboard say about you?

TASK: What is the journey of a prospective new member?
E.g, phone call, membership secretary passes on details to coach and also  
sends out a welcome pack etc.

•	 venue	and	programme	brochure

•	 internal/external	noticeboards

•	 facebook	page

•	 twitter	feed
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Promotion at your Venue

Before you start to promote you need to be clear about positioning and purpose; as mentioned before, 
the committee should have a mission/vision for the venue and your programme should very much be part 
of that as the programme determines the experience of people joining the venue or programme.

Use quality images; the easiest option is to purchase some from an online stock gallery – ensure you 
choose artwork that has no limitations, then you can continue to use it year on year and across all 
mediums (including posters, leaflets, press adverts, club newsletters and on the website).

Use a ‘sans serif’ typeface for a clear contemporary feel that is easy on the eye.

Bright summery colours and quirky crops and angles create the sense of an engaging modern sport; to 
update the literature each year, simply change the main colour, but keep the images the same (this  
helps create a brand identity).

Sell the sizzle not the steak! Think about what you are promoting and ensure your advert/literature sells 
that message. Also consider the use of medium….for example, parents may respond to a kids’ camp 
flyer if it is attached to their child’s end of term report rather than expecting them to pick it up from the 
clubhouse.

Newspapers will often allow you to combine an advert and some editorial if you have a good story and 
a worthwhile promotion. Think about some good news in relation to your programme (competition win, 
local school linking to the venue, etc. and then perhaps link it to an advert promoting your next open day.

If the paper has run an advert for you before, they will often ask you to fill some space last minute for a 
largely reduced fee, so always have some back-up news, images, potential articles close by or in mind.

Sell The Sizzle
Not the Steak
When looking at an advert, 
research indicates your eyes 
typically scan in this order:

1. Visual
2. Headline
3. Copy
4.   Company name and  

contact information

The Headline  
noticed by  

30%
The Visual  
noticed by  

70%

The Logo  
noticed by  

20%

The Copy  
noticed by  

20%

THE HEADLINE

sub headline
copy copy copy copy copy copy copy 
copy copy copy copy copy copy copy 
copy copy copy copy copy copy copy 
copy copy copy copy copy copy copy 
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Promotion at your Venue

Keep the website up to date – exactly the sort of task you can allocate to one of your Tennis Leaders.

Use existing forms of promotion to feature your programme; newsletters and club handbooks.

Talk to the committee about the venue’s literature as if this needs refreshing you can ask them to support 
some of the costs – you can then piggy back on top of this work and create some professional looking 
artwork and promotional materials for your programme that neatly sits in within the venue’s brand/
identity.

This will add value to your programme, as parents and players are already aligned to the venue so will 
therefore see your programme as part of that connection. Ask around to see if you have any in-house 
connections; exchange some design and print for some tennis lessons!

Make the most of any key anniversary dates as promotional opportunities; local press will find this sort of 
story of interest and you get free media coverage.
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Promotion at your Venue

TASK: Do you or the venue have a marketing budget?

TASK: Are your committee aware of your programme and do they support and 
promote it within the club literature, website, membership packs etc?

TASK: Do you invest any of your programme profit into marketing and promotion?

TASK: How do you compare to other local sports providers?

TASK: How do you compare to other local tennis providers?
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SWOT analysis

Now you have all of the facts, what can you do with that information? What recommendations could you 
make to the venue or Head Coach? What could be improved and why?

Objectives should be set after some basic analysis has been performed. SWOT analysis is a structured 
planning method used to evaluate the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats involved in a 
project or business venture. 

A SWOT analysis can be carried out for a product, place or person. It involves specifying the objective of 
the business venture or project and identifying the internal and external factors that are favourable and 
unfavourable to achieving that objective. This would allow achievable goals or objectives to be set for the 
organization.

• strengths: characteristics of the business or project that give it an advantage over others

• weaknesses:  characteristics which place the team at a disadvantage relative to others

• opportunities: elements that the project could exploit to its advantage

• threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the business or project

Identification of SWOTs is important because they can inform later steps in planning to achieve  
the objective.

HELPFUL
To achieving the objective

HARMFUL
To achieving the objective

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

SSTRENGTHS

OOPPORTUNITIES

WWEAKNESS

TTHREATS
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SWOT analysis

HELPFUL
To achieving the objective

HARMFUL
To achieving the objective

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL
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So what? Putting the information  
gathered to good use
Having a realistic action plan is one of the key elements of managing and developing a successful tennis 
place to play. Regardless of the size of your place to play and the extent of its facilities, the only way to 
ensure continued success is to prepare a plan of action for the coming weeks, months and years.

This type of document can also support a more detailed business plan, assisting the management 
committee to break down large areas of work into more manageable chunks. This action plan could 
include the following areas:

• expanding membership; targeting a particular section or maybe across all categories of membership 
• enhancing the coaching and competitive opportunities; more internal competitions,  
 more external events 
• raising awareness of the facility and its activities in the local community

It is a positive way of taking stock of what you have, setting out what you want to achieve and deciding 
how you will get there. An action plan provides you with a framework for focusing the development of 
your place to play/facility and a focus for the coach and management committee. It enables the team to 
set activity priorities for the coming year, to identify the resources required, decide who is responsible for 
ensuring the targets are met, assess the impact and track its progress.

Activity priorities will depend upon an individual place to play/facility’s need and circumstance, but each 
action listed should have a clear purpose; need, actions, timescale, owner and cost. See the example on 
the next page.

Example	-	Need/Opportunity:
Increase the number of mini red sessions available to junior members, as the programme is currently full 
and there is a waiting list.

Actions

Look at what court 
times are available to 
accommodate an extra 
two groups; one in the 
week and one at the 
weekend.

How?

Head Coach to propose 
times and days

Head Coach to update 
the tennis programme 
literature and produce 
a poster for the notice 
board.

Head Coach to look 
for additional Level 1 
or Level 2 Coaching 
Assistant for the extra 
sessions.

Tennis Leader to 
update the details 
on the website and 
add a ‘news’ update 
to promote the new 
sessions.

Communications 
Co-ordinator to add 
to the place to play 
newsletter, ready for 
circulation.

When?

Currently close to 
the end of the Spring 
term, so it would be 
good to promote the 
new Summer term 
sessions with the end 
of term reports – all 
information needs to 
be confirmed before 
the Easter holidays.

Cost?

Head Coach 
responsible for 
programme literature – 
NO COST.

Head Coach to 
advertise for a Level 1 / 
2 Assistant on the LTA 
website - NO COST.

Tennis Leader updates 
website as a volunteer 
role – NO COST.

Communications Co-
ordinator produces the 
newsletter, volunteer 
role – NO COST.

Who?

Head Coach – up to 
date literature to be 
produced.

Head Coach/
Chairperson – 
produce a basic job 
specification for the 
coaching assistant.

Tennis Leader – 
website updates.

Communications 
Co-ordinator – prepare 
a section for the 
newsletter.
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My venue – plan of action

Now use the information you have gathered to make some suggestions/recommendations for your venue.

Actions How? When? Cost? Who?

TASK: Action Plan template

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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